Refugee: One who flees to a foreign country or power to escape danger or persecution. One who flees for safety.
All of those who were victims of the Hurricane in Louisiana, in Mississippi and the
surrounding areas were, in fact, in need of safety. The labeling of them as refugees
was accurate in that they were political refugees even prior to the hurricane and the
flood that followed. All and any persons who do not claim their Nationality are refugees to the U.S. (Union States) Corporate Democracy, which acts as government but
is not! The only citizenship the people can claim under that Corporation claiming to
be government, is that of a foreigner, a 14th Amendment ‘artificial person’; thereby
they have no citizenship rights. This is why the bulk of the flood victims are referred
to as Refugees. For all those who have eyes—the tears begin to fall as Martial Law
was declared; and presented the opportunity for the U. S. Demos to exercise the
King Alfred Plan; Rex 84, Homeland Security Act.

The whole Nation (in fact the whole world) watched the fall-out of Hurricane
Katrina and the following flood waters cause major destruction; taking the lives of
many. There was a terse air of confusion and concern as to why so many natural
people were left in a state of ‘no rescue.’ The ‘Government’ (Bush and the boys,
which includes FEMA), got involved and began referring to the remaining victims,
mostly branded Negroes, Blacks, African Americans, Latinos, etc., as ‘Refugees’.
It seemed to cause an uproar among those who were watching and listening.
Likewise, when Kanye West made the statement, ‘Bush doesn’t care about
‘Black People’, many people were in ‘shock and awe’ at the words that covered like rain; live and in color; and left UNCUT! Kanye directed a truthful ques-

tion to the People. The truth that most were thinking, but could not (and probably would not) have said if they were given the opportunity! There is always the
issue of courage, right?! Although it may have been a result of emotionalism that
was felt during those horrible days of Genocide, Kanye was not WRONG in his intentions!
Thank You, Kanye, For The Wake-up Call!

Did it really take Kanye to speak, in order for people to raise the questions
as to whether the President of the Union States so-called, Democracy likes those
who carry the social/political ‘status’ of Minorities? What we need to recognize
about that ONE statement is that it is of a programmed response to so-called racism; and is of a pre-set social / political agenda that Bush and the Boys are acting out, and have been, for many years; and into this new millennium.
Civically, the Union States pseudo-Democracy only runs this country because the people allow it out of ignorance of the facts, a lack of knowledge of
true history, and a lack of civic participation and responsibility. The Union States
Democracy (Bush and his Boys) may not ever like or care for (nor are they obligated to like or care for) a people who are ‘branded’ slaves. Slavery and usury in
the U.S. is far from over, and has been institutionalized and used against all
those who subscribe to it out of ignorance! However, ‘ignorance of the Law is no
excuse!’ The Demos don’t have an obligation to protect slaves! A people who
say they are the Mothers and Fathers of Civilization, yet don’t honor their own
forefathers and foremothers, by name and principle, cannot expect anyone to
honor them! For all those who honestly expect the corrupt Democracy to serve
and protect them, I say, “it is time to wake up”!
Thank You Kanye, For The Wake-up Call!
Governments are supposed to protect and serve the people. The U.S.
pseudo-Democracy made it to the Tsunami victims faster than they made it to
Louisiana. The U.S. Demos had no other intentions, or shall I say, no other political agenda, than to ‘delay’ and to continue to usurp the People and keep them
classified as institutionalized slaves and as fictitious corporate entities. What is
happening in Iraq today, has already happened in North America. We are the
ones in the ‘belly of the beast’, as written in the ancient scriptures. Whether
Bush personally likes ‘Black People’ or cares or not, isn’t really the issue! Racism
is certainly not the issue! In the face of outright ‘GENOCIDE’ people are still talking racism—what a trick! Racism is a programmed response that is a decoy to
detract attention from the usurpation of your inalienable/unalienable, god-given
birthrights; as well as to foster the murdering of the People. There is but one
race—the human race! These U.S. Demo acts are crimes against humanity.
Thank You, Kanye, For The Wake-up Call!

The North American Continent was and always has been (prior to the Colonists) established as a Republic. All the government officials - from the Mayors of
small towns to the Policemen, Firemen, Clerks of Courts; even desk clerks of any
said municipality, township, or State - take an Oath to uphold the Constitution.
Yet, they immediately, after taking that Oath, begin to violate it. They create
statutes and policies that further violate and control the People and rob the Peoples’ finances. Natural People have rights At Law! Institutionalized corporate fictions, and slaves, do not! Hence, the very ones running this pseudo-Democracy,
are feigning as your government. Those you willingly and unknowingly subscribe
to, are the true criminals and the corrupt ones! They go across the planet,
enforcing their pseudo-Democracy in the name of America and Americans. Guess
what?! Haitians and Dominicans are Americans too! Cuba, (Americans) wanting to
send aid, was denied! The actions of the feigning U.S. Democracy, were to exercise the “King Alfred Plan”, which is now cloaked as the “Home Land Security
Act”. But it is your ‘stolen’ homeland they are protecting ...to ‘steal’ for themselves!
We must remember that this Demo-Government we have erroneously
called our own, are really the European Colonists who came here; squatted on
the land, killed the People - your ancestors and mine; and began their own
pseudo-corporate-government called the U.S. Democracy. U.S. does not stand
for The United States, it stands for Union States (Society)! What a trick! They
have done it for so long, that they appear to be the ‘Authority’. This was your
Land when they came here, and still is! You are the Ancient Ones who were labeled ‘black Indians’. This Land is not India. Native Americans are Native Americans; they are not Indians. Americans of this North Continent, and all those who
live in South America and Central America, are also Americans! Do you ever hear
of “The President of Europe” or “The President of Asia”, or “The President of Africa”? NO! So why accept Bush (the European) as being “The President of America”, and allowing him to commit crimes against humanity in the name of America. They are the ROBBERS at your back door and at your front door!
Since there is no such thing as ‘The American President’, there is no
such thing as an American President that cares about ‘Black People’. It is all a
fiction as a result of the raping of your Land, and the stealing of your Birthrights!
This is why, to the Demos, you are Refugees and they don’t have to like you or to
care for you! You have to like yourself enough to WAKE UP! Thanks, Kanye, for
the Wake-up Call! The Demos murdered as many of your forefathers and mothers as they could. They threw women over the Niagara Falls (Nigger Falls) and
they took the Land; killed the people; and placed the remaining babies into slavery right where they stood; on these shores of North America once known as
Northwest Africa! You don’t have to go across the seas to go to your ancestral
homeland. You are standing in it and on it, right now! We are confused about
ourselves and our homelands because we don’t know our true history and heritage. The education we have received is not worthy of being taught to our babies. This is a truth of what happened in history to our ancestral lineage. They

are still murdering you! The goings on in Louisiana was and still is GENOCIDE in
2005 — Live, in Color, and on National television. We can expect to see more of
the same, if we don’t rise to the occasion and become civically active! The
whole world is waiting! Governments are in place to protect and serve the people.
However this political group, feigning as Government, committed Genocide ‘Right
In Your Face’! There are people in Louisiana, right now, running for their lives
and being hunted down by the private security guards who work for the private
corporations that feign as Government. We will never know the correct death
toll—NEVER!
Those who got out prior to the catastrophe, are in far better condition in the
long run, then those who were in the ‘Concentration Camps’ and were inoculated,
vaccinated (with what?) They were debriefed and God knows what else! Then
they were sent to various points across the Nation, to try and live a normal life.
Sounds much like an experiment. (Are you thinking Tuskegee?) If you left early
to safety and escaped the horrors of Louisiana, and, therefore, not come through
the Camps, you are not considered a victim, and will not be entitled to any socalled ‘relief’ from the said US. Democracy government. Maybe you truly are the
luckier ones!
Think about it, the U.S. Demos allowed no rescue, they directed the people
to what was supposed to be safe places, but they were not! In fact, in the Convention Center in Louisiana, there was raping, murders, and assaults of children.
It was a NIGHTMARE and GENOCIDE! The Demos released 20,000 or 30,000 felons (who really knows the numbers?) of what they called ‘low-life criminals’ from
the jails to add injury to insult. They then say that the damages to the people
was self-afflicted. NO! NO! NO!, that damage was done at the hands of a deviant
government that is supposed to protect the people.
It is, therefore, ludicrous to ask if Kanye was wrong for what he said; or if it
is true that Bush doesn’t care. Thank you Kanye, for the Wake-Up Call! We
need to access ourselves. We fight with each other! We fight in unjust wars for
our oppressors; but will not dare fight our oppressors! The fight is spiritual,
you don’t have to pick up a weapon. You may have to pick up a ‘pen’. Your
fore-Fathers and fore-Mothers are with you, if you would just take up ranks in the
war against crimes against humanity.
IF IT HAPPENED IN AN INFLUENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD?
I have interviewed some Europeans who lived in the ‘better’ parts of Louisiana, and in the more influential neighborhoods. Some told me that the officials
came and made sure they got out of their homes. Some were directed to office
suites on higher floor levels and were assisted by ‘the men in blue’ and many
other so-called public servants. So, for one to ask if this disaster were to happen
in a more influential city, would it have been the same? I can tell you it would
not be the same! The Europeans were surely assisted to safety.

FINDING FOOD OR LOOTING?
The hungry, who remained, went into stores for food, and dry clothing.
They were considered ‘justified’ in ‘finding food’ and other necessities, which is
allowed during natural disasters. But if they were the targeted people, the
branded negroes, blacks, coloreds, Latinos, etc., they were type-cast as looters
and were hunted down by marshals, during the emergency, hand-cuffed and
taken to who knows where? Many are probably floating in the river. We will
never know the true death count. This was also a means of purging what was
considered one of the most corrupt cities in the nation. However the most corrupt are those in government positions—no doubt. The natural people were the
target, much like those in Iraq. When Bush goes to war, he goes to war on the
people. Is it not clear yet, that you are not his people. The people of Louisiana
were political refugees before the disaster hit, as are all who consider themselves,
negroes, blacks, colored, African-Americans, Latinos and other brands that delude
to slavery. They don’t have to like or care about people who are 13th and 14th
Amendment, artificial, ‘corporate persons’. You have no rights, you only have
‘privileges’ that can be taken away at will. Do we really have to ask the insane
question?
Thank You Kanye for the Wake-Up Call!

The King Alfred Plan, now cloaked as the ‘Home-Land Security Act’, is supposed to protect the homeland. Who’s homeland? It certainly isn’t theirs. They
stole this land just as they are doing in Iraq RIGHT NOW!
There are untold killings and deaths still going on in Louisiana. Folks are
still being ‘hunted down’. It is a Military and Marshal-Law playground. They are
testing war-methods to control the people in the event of a riot and that is exactly what usually happens when people realize they have been wronged. It is
‘emotional reactions’ that I suggest you refrain from once you recognize, if you
haven’t already, that you are still slaves without rights! You may want to protest.
DO NOT! Get active in Civics. It is time to add Civics to your basic education and
knowledge. In applying Civics you will begin to learn the truth that History and
Law cannot be separated. It is time to act with civil responsibility. Claim your
place amongst the affairs of men and among the nations of men. Come back into
the Divine Constitutional fold of Government, established by the “People”, for the
People; as in “We, The People”. Continuing to be institutionalized slaves deludes to all the dishonor, disrespect, misfortunes and mistreatments you currently
receive.
“Many will go to and fro in the earth, seeking knowledge, and knowledge
will increase”…...as it has been written by your ancient forefathers and foremothers! In the words of Bob Marley:
Get Up! Stand Up! Stand Up For Your Rights!
PEACE BE WITH YOU!

